Defining and evaluating HIV-related neurodegenerative disease and its treatment targets: a combinatorial approach to use of cerebrospinal fluid molecular biomarkers.
There are a number of reasons that the accomplishments of clinical trials related to HIV-related neurodegenerative disease (HRND) and the AIDS dementia complex (ADC) have had such limited impact on clinical practice. These include: rapid evolution and progress in the treatment of systemic HIV infection that has quickly outpaced neurological efforts and has markedly reduced disease incidence; ethical constraints that (rightly) demand neurologically compromised patients receive the best available treatment before experimental therapeutics; complicated backgrounds and comorbidities of patients now most susceptible to HRND; and reluctance of general AIDS clinicians and drug companies to look beyond systemic or pivotal outcomes. However, the field has also been slow to adopt methods that better exploit advances in understanding of the pathogenesis of central nervous system (CNS) infection and brain injury, and that might circumvent some of these constraints. Using a simple model of pathogenesis, we propose an approach to characterizing patients, selecting treatment targets, and evaluating outcomes that emphasize a combination of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) markers. This model begins by using three markers related to cardinal components of HRND: CNS HIV infection (measurement of CSF HIV RNA), intrathecal immunoactivation (CSF neopterin), and brain injury [CSF light chain neurofilament (NFL)]. Careful analysis of this and other marker combinations promises more rational trial design and more rapid progress in managing CNS HIV infection and HRND using both antiviral and adjuvant treatment approaches.